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Altitude Indicator
SNT requires two components

**FIRST**
Live access to databases via the SNT Web-enabled portal.

**Data Base Access**
- WMRIL/A-ORS
- eRMS/WMPS
- UICP
- WEB-CAV
- CAV-ORM
- CAV-Navy
- FACTS
- OOMA/OIMA
- R-Supply
- IBS

**AIT**
- CMB
- 2D Data matrix
- 2D PDF417
- ISO15418/15434
- MILSTD129
- MILSTD130
- MSL
- IRRD

**SECOND**
Automatic Identification Technology (AIT) is used by SNT to maintain data accuracy.
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Data retrieved from legacy databases in each category:
- Installed / Shipboard
- Transportation
- Storage
- Repair
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Reliability
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